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1. INTRODUCTION 
An automaton-transformation over a set of input- respective output-letters 
assigns to very input-word a non-void set of output-words of the same length. 
Such transformations are the input-output specifications for nondeterministic 
automata (see [I 51). I n order to investigate the relationship between those 
transformations, and stochastic automata, the set of inputs is endowed with 
a u-algebra, and the set of outputs is assumed to be a u-compact Polish space; 
moreover, the transformation is assumed to have closed values, and to be a 
measurable set valued mapping. These assumptions lead to a measurable 
automaton-transformation (MAT). Such a transformation is generated e.g. 
by a non-stationary dynamic program (as defined by Hinderer [9]), if every 
finite string (sl ,..., s,) is assigned the set of those strings (a, ,..., a,) of actions 
with the property that ai is an admissible action after the history (sl , a, ,..., 
e-1 ? z s.) for 1 < i < n, provided that the sets of admissible actions are closed, 
and depend measurably upon the respective history. 
The input-output behavior of a stochastic automaton (SA) is completely 
characterized by a stochastic transformation, i.e. a transition probability K 
from the input-words to the output-words such that, given a sequence1 (x&~ 
of input letters, (K(x, ,..., x,)),,N is a consistent family of probability measures 
([ill, p. 131). 
The aim of this paper is to prove that an automaton transformation T is a 
MAT iff there exists a SA such that 
m = suPP(W)) 
holds for all input-words V, where K is the stochastic transformation (ST) 
generated by the automaton, and supp(K(o)) denotes the support of the measure 
* Present address: Fachbereich Mathematik, Fernuniversitgt, D-5800 Hagen, West 
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K(a). As a consequence we get from this that a mapping F from a measurable 
space X to the non-void closed subsets of a o-compact Polish space Y is 
measurable iff there exists a transition probability L from X to Y such that 
F(x) = suPP(-W) 
holds for all x E X. 
In order to prove the representation theorem for MATS, it suffices to consider 
only STs, since every ST is generated by a SA. This is known for countable 
input- resp. output-sets ([16], Satz 18), and has been proved by a factorization 
of the ST, taking the set of factors as the set of states for a SA. In the more 
general context considered here, this factorization has to be replaced by dis- 
integration. 
In Section 2, the representation theorem for STs is proved, after SAs and STs 
are introduced formally. Since the representation for MATS depends heavily 
upon measurable selection theory, in Section 3 some facts on set valued mappings 
are gathered; in Section 4 MATS are defined, and, after some relations to 
stochastic dynamic programs and learning systems are indicated, the representa- 
tion theorem for MATS is stated and proved. 
2. STOCHASTIC AUTOMATA 
If X is a measurable space (where the u-algebra is omitted in notation), 
X* denotes the free semigroup generated by X, endowed with the uniquely 
determined u-algebra, the trace on X” of which coincides with the u-algebra 
on X”. If X is a topological space with its Bore1 sets, the o-algebra on X* just 
described coincides with the Bore1 sets on X* which are generated by the 
topological sum of (X”),,,, ([5], 4.1). H ence, if X is a Bore1 space (i.e. a Bore1 
subset of a Polish space with the trace-u-algebra), X* is, too. Given w E X*, 
/ v 1 denotes the length of o. 
Prob(X) is the set of probability measures on X and its o-algebra; if Y is 
another measurable space, f: X + Y a measurable mapping, f induces a 
measurable mapping f^: Prob(X) + Prob( Y) by fA(p)(B) := ~(f-l(B)), where 
the respective o-algebras on Prob(X), and Prob(Y) are the *-a-algebras ([9], 
Section 12). It is well known ([13], Lemma 6.1) that the *-o-algebra on Prob(X) 
coincides with the Bore1 sets of the topology of weak convergence, if X is 
separable metric. K is a transition probability from X to Y iff K is a measurable 
mapping from X to Prob( Y). 
2.1. DEFINITION. L is called a stochastic transformation (ST) over the 
measurable spaces X and Y iff 
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(i) L is a transition probability from X* to Y*, 
(ii) L(v) (Yq = 1 for all v E X*, 
(iii) proj&(L(v, x)) = L(v) for all v E X*, x E X. 
(here p&h ,..., yn , yn+d := (rl ,-., m)). 
If X, and Y are countable, and the respective power sets are taken as 
u-algebras, L is a ST iff L is a sequential stochastic operator in the sense of 
Starke ([16], Definition 11) resp. an indeterministic operator in Claus’ ter- 
minology ([4], Definition 36). 
Every stochastic automaton with X as space of inputs, Y as space of outputs, 
generates a ST. Here (X, Y, 2; K, p) is a stochastic automaton (SA) iff X, Y, 2 
are measurable spaces (spaces of inputs, outputs, and states, respectively), 
K is a transition probability from X x 2 to 2 x Y, and p E Prob(Z) is an 
initial distribution. 
K is the transition law: if the SA is in the internal state z, and the input is x 
then K(x, z)(D) is the probability that the next state and the output are an 
element of the measurable set D C 2 x Y. 
Given (x1 ,..., XJ E X”, and a measurable subset B of Yn, define (where 
Y E %l....,lI,-l) ifi (rl j-.T 3k1 T 39 E B) 
KG, ,..., 4 (B) 
Hence K,(x, ,..., 
of B given the inzr?:) 
is the probability that the output-word is an element 
1 ,-.a, x,) and the initial state distribution p. 
From this we get a ST KP upon defining 
K;(v) W := S,(B), 
:= K,(v) (B n Yl”l), 
if v = e, 
otherwise 
when v E X*, B C Y* measurable. Here e is the void word over X, and 6, the 
Dirac measure on v. 
In the countable case indicated above, a ST L over X, Y is completely deter- 
mined by the values on the output-words. Define, given v, v’ E X*, w, w’ E Y* 
such that / v 1 = 1 w I, 1 v’ 1 = 1 90’ I, 
L&v’) ({w’}) : = L(v$y~y)}) 
if the denominator is positive. Then evidently L,,, is a ST over X, Y. This 
409/69/2-12 
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observation is used in the proof of [16], Satz 18, and [4], Satz 26, to show that 
every ST is generated by a SA, taking 
as the set of states. 
In the general case considered here, this factorization has to be replaced by 
disintegration. Since this argument is not available unless Y is a Bore1 space, 
this assumption has to be imposed. 
2.2. THEOREM. If X is a measurable space, Y a Bore1 space, and L a ST over 
X, Y, there exists a SA (X, Y, Z; K, p) such that L = Kg holds. 
Proof. (1) If L, is the restriction of L to Xn, L, is a transition probability 
from Xn to Yn (n E N). Given n > 1, according to [12], 4.11 there is a transition 
probability M, from X8 x Yn-r to Y such that for the measurable set A C Y, 
and for (x1 ,..., x, ,yr ,..., ynvl) E Xn X Y”-l, 32,(x, ,..., x, , y1 ,..., yn-,)(A) is 
the probability of yn E A conditioned on the input (xi ,,.., x,) and the output 
(Yl ,.-a, yn-J, hence 
L&l ,.*., xn) P) = J WAX, >a.., *n ,yl men-I) &p....un-1)) 
x G&l ,..., x,-J (~1 ,.->~n-1) 
holds for (x1 ,..., xJ E X*, B C Y” measurable. 
(2) Now define, given (xi yr ,..., x, , yJ E (X x Y)*, x E X, 
qx, ,Y1,**.,% > m) (4 := J&+,(x1 ,..., x, , X,Y, ,-..,y,), if n>O 
: = L,(x), if n=O 
Hence the mapping 
(X x Y)* x X 3 (v, x) t-+ P(v)(x) E Prob( Y) 
is measurable, since il& and L, are transition probabilities; in particular, 
x - W(x) 
is a transition probability from X to Y for all v E (X x Y)“. 
2 := {P(v); a E (X x Y)*) 
is endowed with the final u-algebra with respect to P and the u-algebra on 
(X x Y)*. If H C 2 x Y is measurable, define 
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then evidently K(x, P(V)) E Prob(Z x Y). Because of the measurability of 
(ZI, x) H P(V)(X), and (w, r) t-t (P(w), y), respectively, K is a transition proba- 
bility from X x Z to Z x Y. If z, = e, 
K(x, ,..., x, , P(e)) = -L(x, ,..., 4 
is easily established, hence in the automaton (X, Y, Z; K, p), Kz = L holds, 
ifp := Spcr) . m 
3. SET VALUED MAPPINGS 
Let Y be a Polish space ([2], Definition 1X.6.1) X be a fixed measurable 
space. Following e.g. [7], or [17], a set valued mapping F: X -+ ‘$3(Y) := 
(A; A C Y} is said to be measurable (weakly measurable, &measurable) iff 
F-l(A) := {xEX;F(x) n A # 1z1) is a measurable subset of X for each closed 
(resp. open, compact) subset A of Y. 
Denote by s(Y) (resp. K(Y)) the set of all non-void closed (resp. compact) 
subsets of Y. If F: X --f g(Y), a measurable mapping f: X -+ I’ is said to be 
a measurable selector for F iff f(x) E F(x) f or all x E X holds. According to [14], 
or [17], a Castaing representation for F: X-+ s(Y) is a sequence (f,JneN of 
measurable selectors for F such that (fn(~))noN is dense in F(x) for every x E X. 
Since we need some properties concerning measurability of set valued mappings, 
we state them here. For an extensive account, see e.g. [17]. 
3.1. THEOREM. (1) If F: X -+ g(Y), and Y is a-compact, the equivalences 
F is measurable o F is weakly measurable o F is a-measurable hold, 
(2) if F: X -+ i’$( Y) then F is weakly measurable s# F has a Castaing repre- 
sentation, 
(3) zf F,: X -+ Q(Y) is weakly measurable for every n E N, uneN F,: 
x H UnEN F,,(x) is weakly measurable, 
(4) F: X -+ ‘$3(Y) is weakly measurable => P: x t+ F(x) is weakly measurable. 
Proof. See [7], Theorem 3.2(ii), Theorem 5.6, Proposition 2.3(i), and 
Proposition 2.6. i 
As a first consequence, we get from 3.1 
3.2. LEMMA. Let Yi be u-compact Polish spaces (i = 1, 2). If B E G( YI), 
C E g( Yi x Yz) such that proj r,( C) = B, and 
dY1) := {Yz ; (Y1 9 Yz) E Cl 
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then 91: B -+ g( Yz) has a Castaing representation with respect to the Borel sets 
ofB. 
Proof. If A E s(Y,), y-l(A) is a F, subset of B. 1 
Prob(Y) is endowed with the Prohoroff metric, which metrizes the topology 
of weak convergence, hence Prob(Y) is a Polish space (see [ll], Theorem 11.6.5). 
Since this metric will be used below, its definition is quoted here. Let p be a 
complete metric on Y, and define for A C Y, l > 0 
A, := {YE Y;p(y,A) <E}. 
Then the Prohorofl distance II& p’) between p, p’ E Prob(Y) is defined as the 
greatest lower bound for all those E > 0, for which p(A) < p’(AJ + e, and 
p’(A) < p(AJ + E holds for all measurable A C Y (see [I], Appendix III). 
The same symbol n will be used for the Prohoroff metric on Prob( Yk), k > 1, 
and similarly, if A C Y”, E > 0, A, will denote the e-neighborhood of A with 
respect to pk: ((h y~..,yk)l (yi ?.-!y$>++ maxb(yi ,y;>; 1 ,< i < @. 
The support of p E Prob( Y) is defined as the smallest closed subset A of Y, 
such that p(A) = 1 holds, and is denoted by supp(p). Consequently, y E supp(p) 
iff p(U) > 0, whenever U is a neighborhood of y ([ll], Theorem 11.2.1). Now 
let F: X--f Q(Y) be a set valued mapping, and define as in [8] or [S] 
W,(x) : = (p E Prob( Y); supp(p) C F(x)}. 
Before investigating the interrelation of the weak measurability of F and W, , 
we fix for the remainder of the paper Y as a o-compact Polish space, and an 
increasing sequence (Cn)ncN of compact subsets of Y such that Y = uneN C,, 
is fixed, too. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. F: X - 5(Y) is weakly measurable ifl W,: X + g(Prob( Y)) 
is weakly measurable. 
Proof. Clearly, F(x) E g(Y) iff W,(x) E g(Prob( Y)) (x E X). 
(1) Let F be weakly measurable, then X,L := {x E X, F(x) n C, # D} 
is a measurable subset of X. Since F n C,: X, - E(Y) is weakly measurable 
([7], Theorem 4.1), we infer from (81, Theorem 2, that W,,,, : X -+ Cp(Prob(Y)) 
is compact valued and weakly measurable. From 3.1 “we conclude that 
UnaN wmc, is weakly measurable, and since UnEWI WFnc,(x) is dense in WF(x), 
the only if-part follows. 
(2) If W, is weakly measurable, by [7], Theorem 3.1(i), W, is Q-measur- 
able. Since Y’ : == (6, ; y E Y} is closed in Prob(Y), x t+ W,(x) n Y’ is 
Q-measurable ([7], Proposition 2.4). Since 6: y I-+ 6, maps Y homeomorphically 
onto Y’, F is B-measurable, hence weakly measurable. 1 
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4. MEASURABLE AUTOMATON-TRANSFORMATIONS AND THEIR REPRESENTATION 
We are now ready to define measurable automaton-transformations. 
4.1. DEFINITION. T is called a measurable automaton-transformation (MAT) 
over X, Y iff 
(i) T(v) is a non-void subset of Yl”l for all 2, E X*, 
(ii) T: X* -+ g(Y*) is measurable, 
(iii) proj,I,I(T(v, x)) = T(v) holds for all o E X*, x E X. 
Defining the graph Gr(T) of T by 
Gr( T) : = ((v, w); w E X*, w E T(v)}, 
Gr(T) is a measurable subset of (X x Y)* ([7], Theorem 3.5), and has (if the 
topological properties are neglected, hence by (i), and (iii)) all the properties 
of an automaton-transformation in the sense of Schmitt ([15], Definition 1.4). 
Hence T generates a nondeterministic automaton with X as the set of inputs, 
Y as the set of outputs, and Gr(T) as the set of states, with initial state (e, e), 
such that after the input of v E X* the output consists exactly of the words of 
T(w) ([15], Satz 1). S ince a set valued mapping which is upper or lower semi- 
continuous in the sense of Kuratowski is measurable, those transformations 
are generated, too, by complete, compact TS-systems as investigated by Brauer 
(cp. [3], Sat2 3.11). 
The following two examples connect MATS with STs, and the sets of admis- 
sible actions in the sense of Hinderer ([9]), and learning systems, as defined 
by Menzel ([lo]). 
4.2. EXAMPLE. Let L be a ST over X, Y, and define 
T(v) := supp(L(v)) 
(w E X*); then T is a MAT over X, Y. The properties (i), and (ii) are easily 
established, so is projrl,l(T(v, x)) C T(w) for every w E X*, x E X. In order to 
prove the reverse inclusion, assume first Y to be compact. Then an elementary 
covering argument shows that if w E T(o), there is y E Y such that (w, y) E T(o, x). 
The general case is reduced to the latter, by the fact that a Polish space is 
homeomorphic to a G6 of a compact metric space, and by the following argu- 
ment: If A, and B, respectively, are separable metric spaces, f: A -+ B is con- 
tinuous such that f is a homeomorphism between A and f(A), then supp(p) = 
f-r(supp(f^(p))) holds for all p E Prob(A). 
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Let us turn to learning systems. According to [5], a non-void subset H of 
(X x Y)* is said to be a measurable learning system iff 
(i) H x X 3 (‘u, x) t, &(z), x) E g(Y) is measurable 
(where &(z), x) := (y E Y; (v, x, y) E H)), 
(ii) VV E H VW E (X x Y)*: if w is an initial part of V, then w E H. 
(In [5], compactness of the values of RH has been postulated instead of closed- 
ness.) Menzel [lo] defined and investigated learning systems originally without 
topological assumptions, hereby postulating 
(i’) Vv E H Vx E X: RH(v, x) 5 r;; 
instead of (i). 
4.3. EXAMPLE. (1) Let T be a MAT over X, Y; define 
(Xl 5 Yl ,.-.9 xn,y,)~H iff (x1 , . . . . x, , y1 ,... , m) E Gr(T) 
(xi E X, yi E Y, n 2 0). Then H is a measurable learning system over X, Y. 
Measurability is proved by means of 3.2, since for 
(xI>Y~>-~x~,Y~)E~& YERH(x~,Y~,...,x,,Y,,x) 
iff 
Y E (T(x1 ,***7 xn 7 XN(lI1.....Yn) f
If conversely, H is a measurable learning system, (xi ,..,, xn) E X*, define for 
(Yl >‘.‘> m) E y*: 
(Yl ,***, yn) E T’(x, ,..., x,) ifi (x~,Y~,...,x~,Y~)EH. 
T’ is analogously seen to be a MAT over X, Y. 
(2) Let 6% A (QA (sA (r,>) b e a non-stationary decision model in the 
sense and notation of Hinderer [9], p. 78; then 
H := {(sl , a, ,..., s, , a,); si E S, ai E D,(sl , a, ,..., si) for 1 < i < rz} u (e> 
is a learning system over S, A. Thus, if this learning system is measurable 
(which is the case e.g. if S is Polish, A is compact, and D, is upper semicon- 
tinuous in the sense of Kuratowski, see [9], Theorem 17.10), the construction 
described above yields a MAT over S, A. 
A SA over the input alphabet X, and the output alphabet Y could be said 
to exhaust the MAT T over X, Y iff Kz(w)(T(v)) = I, and if K,*(w)(U) > 0 
holds for every neighborhood U of an arbitrary w E T(v) for all v E X*, equiva- 
lently iff supp(Kc(a)) = T(w) for all z, E X* (where Kz is the ST generated 
by the SA). 
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Our aim is to prove that there is a SA that exhausts T. Since by 2.2 the 
notions of SA, and ST, are equivalent with respect to input-output, we restrict 
our attention to STs. Let T be a fixed automaton-transformation over X, Y. 
4.4. THEOREM. T is a MAT ifl there exists a ST K over X, Y such that 
T(v) = supp(K(pr)) holds for all v E X*. 
The if-part follows from 4.2, hence merely the only if-part has to be proven. 
In order to do this, some preparations are needed. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let T be a MAT over X, Y. For k E N, put C, l,..., nr := 
cnl x ..- x CAk , and 
X s1 .. . . . nk := {g E XT WI n G, ,.... ,+ f .@a>. 
For every k E N there exists a sequence (Mm&eE~k of transition probabilities 
Mate from X, to Yk such that for all cx E W 
(a) Vv E X,: T(u) n C, = u(~upp(M,~~(~)); fl G W>, 
(b) Vv E X, Vx E X: if (v, x) E X,,, , then 
Proj;O&.8,1 (a, x>> = Ma,.&4 (n, 1 E M B e W- 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on k. 
(1) k=l:FixnEtV;ifXEX,, 
w&(x) := %nc&>. 
Since C, is compact, and by 3.3, WA: X, --f E(Prob(C,)) is weakly measurable, 
hence there exists a Castaing-representation (MnJleN for WA , and obviously 
T(x) n C, 3 u {supp(M,;r(x)); 1 E BJ} holds for all x E X, . If this inclusion 
would be proper, this would lead to a contradiction, since y E T(x) n C, ifi 
6, E W;(x), and since (Mn:2(x))lEw is dense. This proves (a) for k = 1. 
(2) Now assume, the statement is proved in respect to (a) for k. Fix 
for the moment 01, /I E NL, 12 E N, and define for (x1 ,..., x~+J E X,,, 
Jyn;@(xl S’..) %+1 ) := {p E Prob(C,,J; proj;&) = M,,,(x, ,..., xk)). 
Then W&:8: X,,, -+ E(Prob(Y”+l)) is measurable, since 
Prob(CJ 3 Y I--+ (EL EProb(CUJ; proj^,&) = V} E %(Prob(CQ,,)) 
is upper semicontinuous in the sense of Kuratowski, and by [7], Proposition 2.5, 
since Prob(C,,,) is a compact, hence closed subspace of Prob( Yk+l). 
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If (Xl Y..., Xkfl) E XL, , 
is not empty: From 3.2 we infer that there exists a measurable mapping h: 
Wl ,***, Xk) n c, --+ Y such that (w, h(w)) E T(x, ,..., ++r) n C,,, , whenever 
w E T(x, ,..., x,J n C, . If G C Yx+l is measurable, define 
P’(G) := K;,(x, >..., x,&w E T(x, ,..., 4; (w, 44) E Gl), 
then CL’ E Wi,,&xl ,..., xk+d 
Since W, and Wi,n;B are weakly measurable (cp. 3.3), and W&;B is compact 
valued, WL,nzp: X,,, + E(Prob( Yk+l)) is weakly measurable ([7], Theorem 4.1), 
hence there exists a Castaing representation (It&,;a,&N for it. From the 
construction of WL,ni8 we infer that, given v,, E X, , x E X such that 
(% 9 4 E x,, > M,:,(Q) equals proj$+l(M,,,;,,,(v, , x)) Vl E N. Hence (b) holds 
for k. 
Now fix v := (x1 ,..., x~+~) E X,,, , hence v,, := (x1 ,..., ~3 EX, . A := 
U {s~pp(M,,~&o)); /3 E W, I E N}, B := T(v) n C,,, . Since A C B, we have 
to demonstrate B C A. Assume there is w E B such that w $ A, hence there 
exists 17 > 0 such that 
v/3 E N” vzc N: M,,,n;B,J((W},) = 0 (1) 
holds. V := projrr({w},,,) n T(q) n C, is open in T(v,) n C, , and an open 
neighborhood of w,, : = proj,,(w) in the latter set. Hence by induction hypothesis 
there exists /3’ E IV” such that 
~~;,@3i,)(~> > 0. (2) 
By 3.2, T(Q) n C, 3 wi H {y E Y; (wi , y) E T(v) n C,,,} E g(Y) has a Castaing 
representation (gJtEN , and for every t E N, g, extends to a measurable mapping 
dt: Y” -+ Y ([7], Theorem 8.1). Then 
T(Y1 ,...,y,J := 
defines a transition probability from Yk to Y with the additional property 
VW& E E +4J ({y; (4 , Y) E Ml,B~) > 0, (3) 
for, if w; E V, (dt(wh); t E N} is dense in {y E Y, (wi , y) E T(w) n C,,,}, and 
{y E Y; (wh , y) E(w),,~ n T(v) n C,,,} is open in the latter set. 
Given a measurable subset G of Yk+l, put 
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then p(T(v) n C,,,) = 1, and proj^,(p) = Mar;B(vO) hold, hence /L E FYi,,n;s(w), 
and y := p({eo>,,s) > 0 (because of (2), (3)). Choose E such that 0 < E < 
min(y, ~/2), then there exists I’ E N such that LI(p, IM,,,;,r,r(w)) < E. Together 
with (I), this implies 
which cogtradicts the choice of E. 
Hence A = B holds, and the assertion is proved for K + 1. a 
4.6. LEMMA. If T is a MAT over X, Y, there exists a sequence (hk)ksN of 
measurable mappings h,: Xk + Yk such that 
(a) Vv E Xk: hk(v) E T(v), 
(b) Vv E Xk Vx E X: projyr(hk+r(v, x)) = hk(w). 
Proof. (1) Since 
X 3 x t--+ T(x) E s(Y) 
is weakly measurable, there is a measurable selector h, by 3.1. 
(2) Now assume, h, ,..., h, are found. Since for every 12 E N 
x”+l 3 (X1 ,..., Xk+l) b T(x, ,..., xk+l) n {hk(% ,..., xk)) x cn 
is weakly measurable by [7], Theorem 4.1, 3.1 yields the weak measurability of 
xl”+’ 3 (X1 ,..a, xk+l) * T(x, ,*..> xk+l) n {hk(x, ,...s %k)) x y, 
hence there is a measurable selector h,,, with the desired property. 1 
Now we are ready for a demonstration of the theorem. 
Proof of 4.4. We make use of the notations from 4.5, and 4.6. 
(1) If K E N, define, given OL E Nk, v E Xk+r, 
sk(ol, v) := inf(n E N ; T(v) n C,,, # @} 
(inf m := +a). Then sk(q .): Xk+l + N u {+o~> is measurable, where the 
latter set is endowed with its power set as u-algebra. 
We are going to extend the domain of the transition probabilities lMo,nEB,l 
found in 4.5 to Xk+l. Given CL, /L? E Nk, 1, n E N, (x1 ,..., xk+l) E Xk+l, define 
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if (x1 ,..., x&+r) E X,,, . If this is not the case, 
.- .- M LV$&E~ ,....CC~,,)X3,2 (x1 , . . . . xk+& if (3 , . . . . xk) E X, 
.- .- 6 hlc+l(q....*2k+l) ) otherwise 
is defined. If k = 0, x E X, let 
ll?fncl(x) := M&x), if XEX, 
:= 6 hl(d > otherwise. 
We get for every k E N a sequence (&&Ja,sEN k of transition probabilities from 
X” to Yk with the following properties 
(a) Vv E X% T(v) = U{supp(A&s(v)); 01, p E lA’>, 
(b) Vv E Xk Vx E X: proj;,(~~,n&~, x)) = ma;,(v) (a, p E N”, I, 12 E N). 
(2) Fix K E N, and let / 01 / be the sum of components of (Y E N”. Given 
n > 2/z, v e Xl”, let 
Kn,k(v) := ~{2-~“‘-~w&:,(v); 01, p E Nk, I a I + I p I d 74, 
then B w K,,,(v)(B). 1s a fi t ni e measure on the Bore1 sets of Yk, and the sequence 
(Kn,k@‘%Bb2k converges in [0, l] for every measurable B C Y”. If K,(v)(B) 
is its limit, by the theorem of Vitali-Hahn-Saks-Nikodjrm ([6], 111.7.4). 
K,(v) E Prob( Yk). Moreover, v h K,,,(a)(B) is measurable (where B C Yk 
measurable is fixed), hence Kk is a transition probability from X” to Y”. 
Evidently, supp(K,(v)) C T(v) holds, and if U is an open neighborhood of 
w E T(v), there exist ~1, fi E IA” such that M,:s(v)(u) > 0, thus w E SUpp(&(V)). 
(3) If B is a measurable subset of Y*, zi E X*, define 
K(v) (B) : = h.(B), if v-e 
:= K,(v) (B n Yk), if /VI =h>O. 
Then K is a ST over X, Y, and has the desired properties. 1 
On closing this paper, a characterization for measurable mappings 
F: X + g(Y) is deduced from 4.4. 
4.7. COROLLARY. F: X-+ B(Y) is measurable i# there exists a transition 
probability L from X to Y such that F(x) = supp(L(x)) holds fw all x E X 
MEASURABLE AUTOMATON-TRANSFORMATIONS 
Proof, Define 
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T(e) := {e}, 
T(x, ,..., x,) := F(x,) x ... x F(x,), 
then T is easily seen to be a MAT. Hence the assertion follows from 4.4. 1 
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